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For the positive response to promote the building of informatization of the CPC
central committee and the state council called on, vigorously implement the
informationization project, promote the government affairs public, improving the
government's primary service ability and management level, improve the work
efficiency, promoting e-government affairs at the county level play a real role,
accelerate the development of grassroots department informationization is the further
development of the new situation and new tasks. In such a background, the electronic
government affairs as the important content of information construction, it is
necessary to grasp the general trend of international and domestic economic and
social development, grasp e-government's own law of development, grasp the
innovation of the government departments at the grass-roots level management and
service demand, pushing forward the construction of the integrity and efficiency of
the new way to accelerate the transformation of the government.
The electronic government affairs management system is a typical management
information system (MIS), its development mainly includes the backstage database
the establishment and maintenance of and front-end application development two
aspects. For the former requirement to establish data consistency and integrality and
security of data. While for the latter requires the application functional, easy to use,
etc.
In the process of the electronic government affairs management system design and
implementation of application of the technology of J2EE framework, B/S structure
mode, the MVC design pattern, the unified modeling language (uml) and key
technologies, such as database technology, this paper has carried on the detailed
introduction. When making office requirements analysis, through the unified
modeling language (uml) technology is the use case model and data model; Research
and analyses the document management, personal office management, file
management, workflow management, and system management, and other main
functions, and the functions of the system of overall business structure, business
process, and has carried on the design database model, draw the outline of the design
and implementation of the concept of the entire office automation system. And system















Through the establishment of the test cases, from the UI, the function and
performance of the realization of the system effect is validated, to better reflect
function conformance with the requirements.
This system from the addressee management, post management, document
processing management to document filing, etc. The whole process can be automated,
standardized operation, to meet the needs of government administrative office. At the
same time, the implementation of office automation system, it not only makes the
document flow speed is accelerated, and makes the government executive efficiency
was improved. At present, the administrative department of the OA system runs stably,
made in this paper, we study the practical significance and value of reflected, also
proved in this paper, research methods and implementation technology is feasible.
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